GoPIG Meeting
August 8, 2015
Colorado College

Attendance
Erik Beck, Mark Popielarski, Chris Brown, Ron Koch, Naomi Lederer, Mike Culbertson, McKinley Sielaff, Tassanee Chitcharoen, Peggy Jobe, Kate Tallman

Future Meeting Dates
Talking Book Library September 25th
DU Law October 23rd

Library Updates

Colorado College- Lots of Weeding, Remote Storage Center, they have purchased hearings, serial set, congressional record

Colorado State University- construction is a major issue, they want to host but not for awhile Minutes from the last meeting should be changed to state WWI, not WWII

UCCS- new dean starting in September. They are transitioning from Digitool to DSpace. There is plenty of construction on campus

DU- Nancy Allen is retiring, Michael Levine Clark is going to be the interim Dean. DU is switching to Digital Commons for the IR. They are going through a general technology review (ILS, Discovery etc...). GPO is interested in their off-site storage solution; they will be sending a representative to discuss.

DU Law- they are moving most law reviews and journals to storage (and superseded statutes). They will provide additional seating for students. They hosted a rocky mountain mini-conference (45 attendees + 12 remote) RMSLA day long conference with 4 subjects. One month ago, Mark became the president of COALL

CU Law- The law school removed a computer lab and replaced it with a collaborative study area. The new Library fellow started in July (rotating year long temporary position) and is working on legal research classes. They are trying to figure out what to do for their digital repository, but digital collections are still being released in their existing repository. The 1861-1992 Colorado Session Laws are complete: http://lawlibrary.colorado.edu/colorado-session-laws
If users want Colorado Session Laws from 1993 and later, they can go to the Office of Legislative Legal Services:  
http://tornado.state.co.us/gov_dir/leg_dir/olls/  
  ○ They want to link session laws to house/senate journals using bill numbers, but that requires a lot of metadata

**Colorado State Publications Library** - They are working hard to finish building their new digital repository (Fedora). This system is up and 90% of content is in, so they hope to have it live by Monday the 17th, open to the public at  
http://hermes.cde.state.co.us  
  ● Do handles in ADR redirect to new site? The alliance has agreed to maintain the old handles. When they move to the new ones, they will have their own handle server. **Depositories are asked to wait to load new records until new handles are ready.** They stopped putting new ones in in April. Look for a new set in September  
  ● CU has been meeting with Colorado state library to resolve problem with BIBCO records (Colorado state pubs library can’t edit a record after CU makes changes because they don’t have BIBCO status) CU and COSPL are working around this problem

**UNC** - they are weeding HE’s and it is going very well thanks to Leanne and her good instructions. They also have Auroria’s lists to work off of. There are two searches right now: associate dean, instructional services librarian.

**CU Boulder** - also enjoying campus construction and there is no functioning mailroom in the library right now. CU uses Digital Commons and it works well with Summon. The library website is being rebuilt by university communications

**Colorado State Plan Revisions**

GPO asked States to create a state plan (our old one was from 1988). Latest revision was adopted in 2009

Changes? Editing within document

Everyone needs to read the plan and we will discuss next time

**Digitization Project for EIS and EIA**

Peggy didn’t hear back from anyone on a digitization project idea. We should spend some time looking at ProQuest EIS collection vs. Colorado EIS collection. This discussion will be continued